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Analyzing & Composing  
in the Romantic Style 

Lesson plans by Joy Morin 

 
 

Objectives:  

 Teach four 50-minute class periods over four days, with a performance held on the fifth day. 

 Develop a working knowledge of the Romantic Period stylistic characteristics.  

 Utilize the concepts learned by composing a Class Composition for piano in the Romantic style 
(about 15-20 measures in length).   

 Hear their Class Composition performed in a performance setting.   

Materials:  

 Manuscript paper (at least 2 sheets per class per day) 

 Large whiteboard  

 Music notation software, such as Finale or Sibelius  (optional) 

 Colored pencils 

 2 small, handheld whiteboards 

 dry erase markers and Kleenex (for whiteboards)  

 accompanying handouts: 

1. Day 1: The Four Period of Music History 

2. Day 1: Prompts for Composing 

3. Day 2: Stylistic Traits of Romantic Music 

4. Day 3: Music and the Imagination 

 

 

Originally created for the 
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Lesson Plans 

Day 1 
1. Welcome the students to camp.  Introduce yourself.  Ask the students for their names.   

2. Introduction to the Romantic Period:  Pass out the handout, “The Four Periods of Music 
History.“  Complete it together as a class in order to review the past two years‘ camp themes 
(the Baroque & Classical Periods) and to introduce this year’s theme: the Romantic Period. 

3. The Compositional Process:  Discuss how the compositional process of composers changed 
from the Classical Period to the Romantic Period: 

a. In the Classical Period, composers followed forms or formal structures when they 
composed (e.g., sonata form).  It’s like a set of rules you have to follow in order for it to 
be called a sonata.  Or, it’s like a puzzle: try to see what kind of amazing piece you can 
compose that still qualifies as a sonata.  In addition, there were rules about handling 
dissonance.   

b. In the Romantic Period, composers focused on creating music that described people, 
places, experiences, feelings, or emotions.  They wanted to express themselves and share 
with others. Some composers still followed forms, however, like Chopin and his 
nocturnes, mazurkas, polanaises, and waltzes.  But others structured their piece any way 
they wanted – as long as it sounded like whatever the composer wanted to be describing.  
This is called programatic music – music that tells a story. As far as harmony goes, 
Romantic composers began breaking all the rules and used dissonance in new ways (as 
we will see tomorrow).   

4. Explain the Class Composition project:  We are going to try composing programatic music 
just like the Romantic composers did.  This week at piano camp, we’re going to compose a Class 
Composition together.  We’ll work on it each day, and at the end of the week, our piece will be 
performed at the recital on Friday.  (Either the instructor, an advanced student, or some other 
volunteer will be performing the piece.)  Each of you will get to take home a copy of the 
compostion.  (We are aiming for 15-20 measures in length as a minimum.)   

5. Begin the Class Composition:  Hand out the “Prompts for Composing“ handout.  Read them 
the instructions and give them 3-5 minutes to quietly scan and circle the ideas they like.  Then, 
come together as a class and ask students what were their favorite ideas.  Write them on the 
board (not more than 10 if possible).  Discuss, vote, and narrow it down to one idea.   

6. If there’s time:  Continue discussing the chosen theme for the Class Composition.  Ask the 
students for ideas for how we can create some music to sound like their theme.  Write down 
their ideas.  If there’s still time, jump right in and start composing the beginning of the song 
(maybe a melodic idea, an introduction, or establish an ostinato figure, etc.). 

a. NOTE:  The composing should be done together on the whiteboard.  Ask a 
volunteer/assistant (but not one of the students) to copy the notes from the whiteboard 
onto a piece of manuscript paper as you go, so that you have a hard copy to continue 
from the next day.   
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Lesson Plans 

Day 2 
1. Harmonic Advancements of the Romantic Period: Complete the “Stylistic Traits of 

Romantic Music“ handout together (shouldn’t take long): 

a. The dates of the Romantic Period are 1820 to 1900.   

b. Composers of the Romantic Period were very interested in composing programatic 
music – music that tells a story or is based on an idea.  

c. Romantic composers often composed character pieces (piano pieces, often short, that 
are based on an idea) and tone poems (orchestral pieces that are based on an idea).  
Other common forms include concertos, dances, etudes, and variations.   

d. Other Romantic Period characteristics: 

i. Thicker texture – more layers of notes and fuller chords.   

ii. More frequent and more distant modulations – switching to other keys during 
the piece.   

iii. Increased use of the pedal on the piano.   

iv. Increased use of dissonance to increase unpredictability.   

v. Increased chromaticism – half-step motion.  

e. Romantic Composers began using new chords, like secondary dominants and 
diminished seventh chords.   

2. After completing the worksheet together, talk more about the new chords mentioned above. 

a. Breifly review the I, IV and V chords:  Ask for a volunteer to play the chord 
progression I, IV, V, I at the piano.  Try drawing them out on the whiteboard together.  
Explain why the chords look different in root position from how we usually play it at the 
piano (fits your hand better).   

b. Review the terms tonic and dominant.  Romantic composers liked modulating to new 
keys frequently.  To modulate to a new key, essentially you just need to have a V – I in 
the new key.  This familiar progression establishes the new key in your ear.   

c. Secondary Functions:  When you have a secondary dominant, basically you are 
making a V of something.  It’s almost like you are in a breifly in a different key than you 
actually are.  Write out and play some examples.   

d. Diminished Sevenths:  Write out and play it on the piano for them to hear.  Point out 
how dramatic they sound.   

e. Breifly play a game: see if they can identify the new chords by ear.   

f. For older students:  Analyze a Romantic Period piano piece that contains secondary 
dominants and diminished seventh chords.   

3. Class Composition:  Continue where we left off yesterday, establishing ideas for creating the 
desired sounds.  Work on getting a title, writing more melody, etc.  Help students incorporate 
the new chords, just like the Romantic composers.  Spend the rest of the time getting as far as 
you can on the composition.  They will need a lot of your direction and help.  Goal: have 10 
measures or more sketched out (harmonies can always be filled in later.)   
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Lesson Plans 

Day 3 
1. Review:  Ask the students for some of the major differences between Classical music and 

Romantic music.  Try to quickly go over the following:  Romantic Period dates (1820-1900), 
programatic music, character pieces, tone poems, chromaticism, modulations, secondary 
dominants, and diminished sevenths.  Quickly write out the new chords on the board again if 
needed.   

2. Music and Inspiration:  Remember, Romantic composers were trying to describe/recreate 
places, events, experiences, smells, objects, people, etc. with their music.  We are going to try to 
think like Romantic composers today.   

a. Hand out the “Music and the Imagination“ handout.  Distribute the colored pencils 
among the students.  Now ask them to close their eyes as you read the instructions.  
Then they may open their eyes and draw or describe with words the scene they saw in 
their head.  They should all be describing the theme they chose as a class for their Class 
Composition.  Allow them no more than 7-10 minutes to work on their 
drawing/description.  Then ask each student to share what they made with the class – 
simply holding it up and saying a few words about it.   

b. Reiterate that this is how Romantic composers created their music: they were inspired by 
something, and did their best to recreate that scene by their music.   

3. Class Composition:  Spend the majority of class time today working on the Class Composition.  
Try to draw from the pictures/descriptions the students wrote as you compose.  Encourage 
them to have specific moments in the music that describe specific moments in the story.  You 
can even label these moments directly in the score!  Remember, tomorrow is the last day to 
finish things up, so try to have things pretty much complete by the end of today.  If it’s not 
shaping up as quickly as it should be, try skipping and writing an ending – then all there is left is 
to bridge it together.  Also, just focus on having at least a melody line completed the whole way 
through.  If needed, you can also fill in the harmonies for them outside of class time.   

a. NOTE:  It would be a good idea to begun entering the Class Composition into Finale or 
Sibelius software tonight, so that there won’t be as much to pull together tomorrow 
night.  Plan to bring in a copy of what is completed so far to class tomorrow – the kids 
will be thrilled to see it!   
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Lesson Plans 

Day 4 
1. Last Day of Theory & Comp Class!  Ask the students for feedback about camp: what did you 

like?  What didn’t you like?  Are you enjoying creating our Class Composition together?   

2. Play a review game:  Divide students into two teams, and give each team a whiteboard, 
marker, and Kleenex.  Whichever team writes the correct answer on the whiteboard first gets a 
point.  Ask questions such as:   

a. Name the dates of the Romantic Period dates.  

b. Name the two new chords we talked about this week.   

c. What is the name of the composer who is know for his character pieces? 

d. Name two examples of character pieces that Chopin wrote.    

e. Other terms: programatic music, tone poems, modulations, chromaticism.   

3. Finish the Class Composition:  The majority of class time today should be spent finishing the 
composition.  If you are worried about finishing it in time, it’s okay: it doesn’t have to be a long 
piece, and if you have to, you [the instructor] can always fill in the missing pieces outside of class 
time tonight.  Just be sure the essentials are there. 

a. Be sure that the Class Composition has: 

i. A programatic title.  Decide whether the title will be announced to the audience 
before or after the piece is performed at the recital.   

ii. Each student’s name listed (and spelled correctly) as the composers.   

iii. Descriptions labeling specific moments of the story in the score.  (optional) 

iv. A paragraph or a few sentences that introduce the piece.  This will be read 
before/after (students‘ choice: do they want the audience to know anything 
about the piece in advance, or not?) the piece is played at the recital.   

b. Make sure the students are proud of their hard work and of their end result.  It’s not easy 
to compose a piece of music in just 4 days.  That might be pushing it even for the 
composers of the Romantic Period!  Praise them for a job well done.   

c. Make sure the students know that they should look for you after the performance to 
receive their own copy of their class composition.  NOTE: tonight everything must be 
entered into music software, printed, and copies make.  In addition, give a copy of the 
score to the person who will be playing the piece at the performance (yourself, an older 
student, or another volunteer).   
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DAY 1:  The Four Periods of Music History 

Describe the music from each period by filling the boxes with terms, words, and names of composers.   

 
 
 

The Baroque Period 

The Romantic Period 

The Classical Period 

The 20th Century Period 

 1600 – 1750           1750 – 1820        1820 – 1900       1900 – pr
esen

t 
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DAY 1:  Prompts for Composing 

Below are a series of lists to help you get inspired to compose a piece of music.  Scan through the list 
and circle some of the ideas you like.   

» scented 

» lumonous 

» bumpy 

» glossy 

» soft 

» spikey 

» wonderful 

» spooky 

» reflective 

» mysterious 

» moody 

» angry 

» conceited 

» generous 

» doubtful 

» surprised 

» impatient 

» playful 

» troubled 

» confused 

» nervous 

» curious 

» proud 

» elated 

» somber 

» mist 

» fog 

» tornado 

» sunrise 

» wind 

» Northern lights 

» rain 

» snowflakes 

» clouds 

» thunderstorm 

» pirates 

» castles 

» time machine 

» vikings 

» the pony express 

» American Indians 

» in the future 

» floating 

» bouncing 

» chasing 

» teasing 

» pushing 

» muttering 

» swirling 

» flowers 

» meadow 

» underground 

» a river 

» the galaxy 

» waterfall 

» cave 

» desert 

» under the ocean 

» animal pasture 

» mountain 

» parade 

» auction 

» funeral 

» picnic 

» dance 

» graduation 

» county fair 

» city street 

» party 

» wedding 

» sporting event 

» haunted house 

» airport 

» basement 

» restaurant 

» mansion 

» cellar 

» train station 

» bed and 
breakfast 

» shopping mall 

» skyscraper 

» swimming pool 

» an attic 

» outdoor market 

» stuffed animal 

» clock 

» ice cream truck 

» red wagon 

» colors 

» diamond 

» fork 

» moustache 

» book 

» spinning wheel 

» an old chest 

» computer 

» rocking chair 

» mirror 

» peacock  

» rhino 

» unicorn 

» tiger 

» cricket 

» armadillo 

» moth 

» dragon 

» kangaroo 

» gecko 

» horse 

» clown 

» bodyguard 

» coal miner 

» artist 

» baby 

» detective 

» magician 

» celebrity 

» princess 

» chef 

» spy 

» musician 

» servant 

» crook 

» fireman 

» China 

» Africa 

» Anartica 

» Mexico 

» Egypt 

» South America 

» Hawaii 

» France 

» Beauty and the Beast 

» Cinderella 

» nursery rhymes 

» Rumplestiltskin 

» The Ugly Duckling 

» Pinocchio 

» guiter  

» harp 

» bongo drums 

» violin 

» tuba 

» trumpet 

» triumph 

» revenge 

» laughter  

» danger 

» adventure  
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DAY 2:  Stylistic Traits of Romantic Music 

Fill in the blanks below as we discuss the stylistic traits of Romantic Music.   

1. The dates of the Romantic Period are ________ to ________.  

2. The composers of the Romantic Period very interested in composing ______________ 

__________ -- music that tells a story or is based on an idea.  

3. Romantic composers often composed ________________ __________ (piano pieces, often 

short, that are based on an idea) and _________ _________ (orchestral pieces that are based 

on an idea).  Other common forms include concertos, dances, etudes, and variations.   

4. Other Romantic Period characteristics: 

a. Thicker __________ – more layers of notes and fuller chords.   

b. More frequent and more distant ______________ – switching to other keys during 

the piece.  

c. Increased use of the __________ on the piano. 

d. Increased use of ________________ to increase unpredictability. 

e. Increased _________________ - half-step motion.   

5. Romantic Composers began using new chords, like _____________ _____________ and 

_______________ ______________ chords.   

6. Some famous composers of the Romantic Period are:  ______________, _______________, 

__________________, and __________________.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Box: 
 Chopin modulations Schumann 
 dissonance 1820 programmatic music 
 tone poems Brahms 1900 
 pedal secondary dominants Liszt  
 chromaticism texture diminished sevenths 
  character pieces 
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DAY 3:  Music and the Imagination 

Close your eyes for thirty seconds and think about the story/theme of our Class Composition.  Try to 
think like a Romantic Period composer.  Now draw some pictures or describe with words the scene 
you see if your head.  Make it colorful!   

 
 
 

 


